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A Foldable LithiumSulfur Battery

ABSTRACT The next generation of deformable and shape-

conformable electronics devices will need to be powered by batteries
that are not only ﬂexible but also foldable. Here we report a foldable
lithiumsulfur (LiS) rechargeable battery, with the highest areal
capacity (∼3 mAh cm2) reported to date among all types of
foldable energy-storage devices. The key to this result lies in the use
of fully foldable and superelastic carbon nanotube current-collector
ﬁlms and impregnation of the active materials (S and Li) into the current-collectors in a checkerboard pattern, enabling the battery to be folded along two
mutually orthogonal directions. The carbon nanotube ﬁlms also serve as the sulfur entrapment layer in the LiS battery. The foldable battery showed
<12% loss in speciﬁc capacity over 100 continuous folding and unfolding cycles. Such shape-conformable LiS batteries with signiﬁcantly greater energy
density than traditional lithium-ion batteries could power the ﬂexible and foldable devices of the future including laptops, cell phones, tablet computers,
surgical tools, and implantable biomedical devices.
KEYWORDS: foldable battery . lithiumsulfur battery . shape conformality . carbon nanotubes

T

he next great innovation in the portable electronics and communication
devices sector is expected to be fully
shape conformable and wearable devices.
Some examples of such deformable prototype concepts include the Philips Fluid
Flexible Smart-Phone, Samsung Flexible
Prototype Display Windows, and the iPhone
ProCare.1 However, it should be noted that
such ﬂexible and foldable electronics devices can function only if the energy source
that is powering it is also designed to be
equally ﬂexible and foldable.
While many ﬂexible battery and supercapacitor devices have been reported in
the literature, there are very few reports of
“foldable” energy storage devices. A few
groups have reported foldable lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs)24 featuring carbon nanotube (CNT) macropaper as the current collectors. Highly stretchable and foldable
supercapacitors using CNT cables have also
been reported;5 however, to our knowledge
there is no report so far of a foldable
lithiumsulfur (LiS) battery. A LiS rechargeable battery has a theoretical capacity of ∼1675 mAh g1 (energy density of
∼2600 Wh kg1),6 which is much higher
LI ET AL.

than that of LIBs (∼387 Wh kg1 for typical
LiCoO2/graphite system)7 and supercapacitors (∼10 Wh kg1).8 A LiS conﬁguration
could therefore prove to be a very promising candidate in realizing high energy density foldable batteries.
Why is it so challenging to design a
foldable battery? There are two principal
reasons for this: (1) metal current collectors
(such as aluminum (Al) or copper (Cu) foils)
onto which the active material is pasted
cannot be folded as they undergo plastic
deformation when folded, and (2) the active
material (such as graphitic slurry or lithium
cobalt oxide slurry) easily delaminates (i.e.,
detaches) from the surface of the current
collector or fractures when it is folded. Our
solution to the ﬁrst challenge is to replace
metal current collectors with CNT ﬁlms. In
fact, we use multiple CNT current collector
ﬁlms to sandwich and entrap the sulfur in
the cathode of our LiS battery. While use
of CNT ﬁlms24 as current collectors is not
new, there is so far no clear understanding
as to why CNT ﬁlms can be successfully
folded without plastic deformation. The
ability of CNT ﬁlms to be folded is surprising,
since molecular dynamics (MD) simulations9,10
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Foldability of CNT Current Collector. Free-standing (i.e.,
self-supporting) CNT films were prepared (Figure 1a)
via floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition (FC-CVD)
as shown in our previous work.19 The FC-CVD process shows promise for scalable manufacturing of CNT
films for industrial scale applications. The CNT film
exhibits a high electrical conductivity of ∼800 S cm1
(Supporting Information Figure S1). It is highly lightweight and thin (0.60.8 mg cm2, ∼3 μm thick) when
LI ET AL.
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indicate that an individual CNT while fully elastic at
bend angles of up to ∼120°, will deform plastically and
break at bend angles close to ∼180° which would be
the case when the CNT is folded. In this work, using
detailed MD simulations of individual CNT and CNT
networks, we provide fundamental insight into why
networks of interconnected CNTs are able to withstand
the high stresses associated with folding without signiﬁcant plastic deformation. The simulation results
provide insight into how CNT ﬁlms can be engineered
to replace traditional metal foils as superelastic and
fully foldable current collectors.
Our solution to the second challenge (delamination
and fracture of the active material) is to impregnate the
active materials (sulfur and lithium in this case) in a
checkerboard pattern. It should be noted that while
foldability of the cathode (sulfur part) has been realized
by combining sulfur with various foldable current
collectors,1113 the plasticity of the Li metal during
the folding/unfolding process is the main obstacle to
achieving a foldable LiS battery. In our design, the
use of a checkerboard pattern means that the Li does
not form a continuous ﬁlm and the folding takes place
predominantly in the pure CNT region (without Li or S).
The active material deposited in the checkerboard
pattern is therefore far less prone to delamination
and fracture. The checkerboard pattern establishes
the two principal (i.e., mutually orthogonal) directions
along which the battery can be folded. Such foldability
along two principal directions is suﬃcient for the
successful folding of portable electronics devices such
as cellular phones and tablet computers. In spite of the
aforementioned patterning of the active materials, we
are still able to maintain a relatively high mass loading
of sulfur (∼3.6 mg cm2 in the folded state) resulting
in an areal capacity of ∼3 mAh cm2 (in a pouch
cell conﬁguration). This is several-fold higher than
previously reported foldable24 and ﬂexible1418
lithium-ion batteries which exhibit capacities in the
range of 0.11.5 mAh cm2. Our LiS battery device
could be successfully folded and unfolded over 100
times with only ∼12% loss in the areal capacity. This
work demonstrates the feasibility of developing foldable LiS batteries and could open the door to their
use in next generation, shape-conformable, and wearable electronics and communication devices.

Figure 1. Superelastic and foldable carbon nanotube current collectors: (a) Photograph of free-standing, large-area
carbon nanotube ﬁlm. (b) Transmission electron micrograph indicating that the nanotubes in the ﬁlm are predominantly double walled (DWCNT); inset shows scanning
electron microscopy imaging of the ﬁlm indicating a crosslinked (interconnected), porous network of nanotubes. (c, d)
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of folding of carbon
nanotube network; snapshots of folding process for three
DWCNTs system is shown in (c) and single DWCNT is shown
in (d). In panel (c), the small ﬁgure in the black rectangle
shows the back side of the bending point for three DWCNT
system (only the bent DWCNT is shown). The bulges formed
during bending are labeled by small black rectangles. The
diﬀerent colors are a representation of diﬀerent atomistic
strain, and the color map is labeled on the right. (e) Relation
between strain energy increment vs bending angle for
single DWCNT system. (f) Relation between strain energy
increment vs bending angle for three DWCNT system (only
the energy of the bended DWCNT is calculated).

compared with typical aluminum (Al) foils (∼5.6 mg cm2,
∼15 μm thick), and much more chemically stable than
Al foils which are prone to metal corrosion during
cycling.20 Therefore, compared to the conventional Al
foil current collector, improved lithium ion diffusion
kinetics, lower polarization, and higher gravimetric
energy densities of the electrodes could be expected
when employing CNT films as the current collectors.
The inset in Figure 1b shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the carbon nanotube bundles
(or ropes) that comprise the CNT film. The nanotube
bundles are cross-linked and form an interconnected
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Figure 1c,d depicts MD snapshots of the folding
process. The strain of single DWCNT is concentrated in
a narrow region at the bending point, while in the
three-DWCNTs system it distributes more uniformly.
The single DWCNT breaks at the point of bending
(Figure 1d), while the three-DWCNT cross-linked conﬁguration could reorient to the original position
when unloaded (Figure 1c). It is the two cross-linking
DWCNTs that play an important role herein. The bending area of the three-DWCNTs system deforms continually as a semicircle, without a sharp bending curvature
as in the single DWCNT case. This semicircle formation
decreases the magnitude of maximum strain by ∼40%
(Figure 1c). For single DWCNT, all the atoms in the
bending region are highly deformed (Figure 1d) with
each atom preferring a random position. Such a highly
disordered structure causes an agglomeration of strain
energy at the highly stressed region, which leads to
bond breaking. On the contrary, atoms in the bending
region of three DWCNTs preserve the original hexagonal network (Figure 1c) with no bond breaking or
disordered structure. The preservation of original
periodic structure and decrease of atomistic strain
are the two major reasons for the elastic folding. In
other words the constraint imposed by the crosslinking tubes in limiting the maximum bend angle of
the CNT plays a crucial role in enabling elastic folding.
When only one DWCNT lies in the middle (Supporting
Information Figure S4), the bending strain is also reduced when compared to the non cross-linked system,
but not enough for it to recover completely.
For understanding the energetics of bending, we
calculated the increment of strain energy per atom
relative to the initial structure and recorded them in
Figure 1e for the single nanotube and in Figure 1f for
the three nanotube system. At lower bending angles,
θ < 60°, a quadratic relation with respect to bending
angle (or equivalently the elastic strain) signifying
harmonic deformation is observed for both systems,
which is consistent with linear elasticity. At larger
bending angles, nonlinear local bulking begins and
the strain energy exhibits more or less linear relationship with the bending angle. Subsequent deformation
is primarily controlled by the change of carbon
carbon bond angle, rather than the bond length,
consistent with previous observations.21,22 In general,
the three-DWCNTs case shows a much broader harmonic deformation region as well as a much lower
maximum increment of strain energy per atom
(∼18 kcal mol1 or ∼0.78 eV) compared to the case
of the single DWCNT (∼27.2 kcal mol1 or ∼1.18 eV).
This shows that although the three-DWCNT system
undertakes 180° bending (i.e., complete folding), the
cross-linking of nanotubes decreases the energy
increment signiﬁcantly. These results suggest that
increasing the density of cross-links is beneﬁcial
to suppressing plastic deformation in the network.
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three-dimensional porous network structure. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging (a representative micrograph is provided in Figure 1b) revealed that
the majority of the nanotubes in the bundles are double
walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs).
The CNT ﬁlm exhibited superelastic behavior and
sprung back to its original shape even after repeated
folding of the ﬁlm. This behavior is surprising since the
literature9,10,2124 indicates that while an individual
CNT is highly elastic, it cannot be folded (i.e., bent at
an angle of 180°). The underlying atomistic mechanism
by which the CNT ﬁlm could be folded and refolded
multiple times without signiﬁcant plastic deformation
is not known. To better understand the origin of the
superelasticity in the CNT ﬁlm we performed molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of bending of individual
DWCNT as well as networks of cross-linked DWCNTs (as
in Figure 1b). TEM analysis of the CNT ﬁlm (Figure 1b),
indicates that the ﬁlm is comprised primarily of
DWCNTs that are agglomerated into ropes that form
an interconnected (cross-linking) network. The smallest building block of the carbon nanotube paper is
therefore the DWCNT. Hence we used DWCNT in our
simulation work. Previous simulations have suggested
that individual single walled CNT can be bent elastically
up to a bending angle θ e 120°, beyond which the
covalent bond between carbon atoms will break and
irreversible plastic deformation is ensued.9,10 However, it should be noted that previous investigations9,10,2124 have been focused on single CNTs, and
not on the deformation response of interconnected
(cross-linked) networks of CNTs.
Two speciﬁc conﬁgurations were studied to identify
and understand the interaction of diﬀerent CNTs undergoing folding process. In the ﬁrst conﬁguration,
bending deformation of an isolated DWCNT was studied, as this represents the case when the nanotubes in
the ﬁlm are oriented in a single direction parallel to each
other. The second conﬁguration consisted of three
DWCNTs with two oriented in one direction, and the
third one oriented normal to the other two. The CNT ﬁlm
in our experiments has a cross-linked network structure
of DWCNTs with diameter of ∼5 nm, supported solely by
van der Waals forces. From the experimental micrograph
depicted in Figure 1b, diﬀerent parallel DWCNTs aggregate to form a nanotube bundle and diﬀerent such
bundles are interconnected with each other. During
the folding process, all nanotubes in the bending bundles are deformed synchronously, so one single nanotube in a periodic super cell is analogous to the whole
bundle. The bundles that are cross-linked with the
bending DWCNT will in turn get sandwiched and
squeezed. In order to simulate such a system, we placed
two parallel DWCNTs situated perpendicular to the
bending one. Please refer to the Supporting Information
for the detailed model structure and the method of load
application (Supporting Information Figures S2S5).
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Figure 2. Sulfur-CNT composite cathode. Schematic of the electrode preparation process and the designed conﬁgurations.
The CNT ﬁlms serve as both the current collector and the sulfur entrapment layer. Depending on the number of sulfur and CNT
layers, we produce three types of electrodes denoted in the schematic as CNT/S-Single, CNT/S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual.

The large change is slope in Figure 1e (at bend angle of
∼130°) for the single DWCNT folding case is due to
onset of bond breakage and rupture. To summarize the
above discussion, we ﬁnd that the inherent hierarchical
structure of the CNT ﬁlm enables elastic folding. During
folding, the cross-linked arrangement of CNT eﬀectively decreases the overall bending deformation to
around 40% in comparison to single CNT undergoing
folding process. Consequently, upon unloading, the
CNTs are found to recover back elastically. This explains
why the CNT paper can be folded successfully without
severe plastic deformation.
Sulfur Electrode Fabrication and Characterization. Figure 2
shows the preparation process and the design of the
sulfur containing cathode. A well-mixed sulfur slurry
was coated on the surface of the CNT film by the
doctor-blade coating method shown schematically in
Figure 2. We place another pure CNT film on the top of
the sulfur-coated CNT electrode to form a sandwich
structure electrode (denoted as CNT/S-Single with
sulfur loading of ∼1.8 mg cm2). The CNT films that
encapsulate the sulfur layer function as both traditional
current collectors, but also as sulfur reservoirs and
barrier (i.e., sulfur trapping) layers which is important
for the electrochemical stability25,26 of the LiS battery. Further, as opposed to rigid metal current collectors, the CNT films can also buffer the large volumetric
expansion of sulfur during the cycling process. We also
explored variations of the above approach to further
increase the mass loading of sulfur in the electrode. For
example, we coated sulfur on both sides of a CNT film
and sandwiched this structure between two additional
CNT films (denoted as CNT/S-Dual in Figure 2 with
sulfur loading of ∼3.4 mg cm2). Finally, we designed
a very high sulfur loading electrode configuration
by stacking two dual-side sulfur coated CNT film
LI ET AL.

Figure 3. Morphologies and elemental analysis of the sulfur-CNT composite cathodes. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the surface of the CNT ﬁlm. (b) SEM
image of the surface of the sulfur coated CNT ﬁlm electrode.
(c) Cross section of single side sulfur coated CNT ﬁlm
electrode and its corresponding EDS spectrum (inset of
panel c; unit, keV). (d) Cross section of the dual-side sulfur
coated CNT ﬁlm electrode.

electrodes with one pure CNT film inserted between
them and an additional two pure CNT films at the top
and bottom (denoted as 2CNT/S-Dual in Figure 2 with a
sulfur loading of ∼6.8 mg cm2).
Figure 3b displays a SEM image of the single side
sulfur-coated CNT ﬁlm surface. The baseline CNT electrode prior to the sulfur coating is shown in Figure 3a.
The slurry formed a homogeneous and compact layer
on the CNT ﬁlm. The presence of elemental C, O, S,
and F (from the PVDF slurry) and their distributions
were investigated using energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS)
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Figure 4. Electrochemical performance of LiS battery (in coin cell format) with CNT/S cathodes and Li foil anodes. (a) Nyquist
plots of the CNT/S-Single, CNT/S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes from 1 MHz to 100 mHz at room temperature. (b) Rate
performance of the CNT/S-Single, CNT/S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes at diﬀerent current densities. (c) Areal capacity at
diﬀerent current densities (charge/discharge rates) of the CNT/S-Single, CNT/S-Dual and the 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes.
(d) Cycling performance and coulombic eﬃciency of the corresponding electrodes at ∼0.5C charge/discharge rate for
200 cycles.

analysis. The EDS spectrum (inset of Figure 3c) and
elemental mapping results conﬁrm the uniform distribution of elements on the CNT ﬁlm (Supporting
Information Figure S6). The cross-sectional SEM images
of the single side sulfur electrode and dual-side sulfur
electrode with a thickness of approximately 22 and
40 μm, respectively, indicate that the sulfur layer
closely adheres to the surface of the CNT current
collector ﬁlms (Figure 3c, d) which is important to
maintain electrical contact. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and
Raman spectra of the pure CNT ﬁlms and the sulfurcoated CNT ﬁlms were also characterized (Supporting
Information Figure S7S8). Sharp diﬀraction peaks were
observed in the sulfur-coated CNT ﬁlm electrode, indicating the highly crystalline structure of sulfur (JCPDS
card No. 08-0247). The diﬀraction peaks of the CNT ﬁlm
are also detectable at around 26 and 44° as shown in
Supporting Information Figure S7.
LiS Battery Electrochemical Testing. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to analyze
the electrochemical reaction kinetics to confirm
whether or not the CNT film could provide good
electron transport pathways. The tests were performed
in the coin cell format with a Li metal foil as the
counter-electrode. The Nyquist plots of CNT/S-Single,
CNT/S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes are qualitatively similar (Figure 4a) with a typical semicircle in the
high-medium frequency region and an inclined line at
low frequencies, which can be ascribed to the chargetransfer resistance Rct and a mass-transfer process.27,28
The value of Rct for the CNT/S-Single electrode
(∼110 Ω) is smaller than that of the CNT/S-Dual
(∼127 Ω) and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes (∼148 Ω).
This is expected, since the increase of the sulfur loading
LI ET AL.

will also increase the electrochemical reaction resistance for the thicker electrodes. The rate capability, an
important parameter for battery applications, was also
investigated (Figure 4b). When the discharge current
density was ramped up to ∼3C (1C = 1675 mA g1),
the 2CNT/S-Dual electrode (with a high sulfur loading
of ∼6.8 mg cm2) delivers a reversible capacity (normalized by the sulfur mass) of ∼420 mAh g1, which
indicates the high rate capability of the electrode.
When the current density was brought back down to
∼0.5C, the performance of the CNT/S-Single, CNT/
S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes resume their
original capacity of ∼820, ∼780, and ∼710 mAh g1,
exhibiting good stability. It should be noted that the
CNT/S-Single electrode shows the best high rate performance due to its reduced sulfur loading and consequently superior electrical conductivity. This is consistent with the electrical conductivity (Supporting
Information Figure S1) and EIS results (Figure 4a)
shown previously. The areal capacities of these CNT/S
electrodes were also calculated, as shown in Figure 4c.
An exceptionally high areal capacity (∼7.2 mAh cm2
at 0.2C) with high sulfur loading (∼6.8 mg cm2) was
obtained for the 2CNT/S-Dual electrode. Even when
the current density was ramped up to 3C (high rate
charge/discharge), the areal capacity was still maintained at ∼2.8 mAh cm2. Meanwhile, the electrodes
also display good electrochemical cycling stability
(Figure 4d). For example, the CNT/S-Single electrode
showed an initial capacity of ∼810 mAh g1 (at 0.5C)
which drops to ∼690 mAh g1 after 200 charge/
discharge cycles. The average decay rate (at ∼0.5C)
of the CNT/S-Single electrode is therefore ∼0.11% per
cycle during the 200 cycles tested (Figure 4d).
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Figure 5. Pouch cell demonstration of foldable LiS battery. (a) Schematic of the prototype foldable LiS battery with the
active materials (Li and S) patterned into the CNT current collector ﬁlms in a checkerboard pattern. (b) Photograph showing
patterning of sulfur into the CNT current collector. Similar patterning was also performed for the CNT-Li anode.
(cf) Qualitative demonstration of the insensitivity on the folding processes of the battery by checking the LED illumination.
(g) Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves (charge/discharge rate = ∼0.5C) of the prototype foldable LiS battery after 1, 10,
and 100 folding/unfolding cycles. (f) Speciﬁc capacity (normalized by the total sulfur mass) of the foldable battery after 1, 10,
and 100 folding/unfolding cycles at a charge/discharge rate of 0.5C.

To identify the electrochemical reactions, cyclic
voltammogram (CV) measurements were carried out
for the CNT/S-Single electrode in the range of 1.52.8 V
for ﬁve cycles at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s1 (Supporting
Information Figure S9). During the ﬁrst redox process,
three cathodic peaks appeared at around 2.3 V
(corresponding to the reduction of S to Li2Sx, 4 < x < 8),
2.1, and 2.0 V (corresponding to the reduction of Li2S4
to lithium polysulﬁde intermediates and ﬁnally Li2S2/
Li2S). In the subsequent anodic scan, one asymmetric
broad oxidation peak is observed at around 2.42.5 V,
which is attributed to the conversion of Li2S to Li2Sx,
2 < x < 8 and S.26,29,30 While the CV measurements
elucidate the reaction chemistry, the electrochemical
stability of the various electrodes was studied using
LI ET AL.

the galvanostatic chargedischarge cycling method
shown previously in Figure 4d. We also used the
galvanostatic chargedischarge method to study the
performance of the pure CNT current collector (without
any active materials). The results indicate that when
the CNT ﬁlm is utilized as the current collector in the
LiS battery (voltage range from 1.5 to 2.8 V (vs Li/Liþ))
it does not make a signiﬁcant contribution to the
speciﬁc capacity (Supporting Information Figure S10).
This is expected because the lithium ion intercalation
and deintercalation process for the CNT ﬁlm usually
occurs below 1.0 V (vs Li/Liþ).
To study the evolution of the lithium metal electrode
in the LiS battery, we carried out elemental mapping of the lithium metal surfaces in our CNT/S-Single,
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performance parameters
2

areal capacity (mAh cm )
gravimetric capacity (mAh g1)
volumetric capacity (mAh L1)
areal energy density (Wh cm2)
gravimetric energy density (Wh kg1)
volumetric energy density (Wh L1)
coulombic eﬃciency (%)

1st folding cycle

10th folding cycle

100th folding cycle

3.11
863.7
1.73  106
2.7  103
750
1080
97.5

3.06
850.6
1.7  106
2.62  103
728
1048
99.3

2.71
754.1
1.51  106
2.3  103
640
920
99.5
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a

TABLE 1. Performance Parameters of Foldable LiS Battery after 1, 10, and 100 Cycles of Folding

a

The performance parameters listed include discharge capacity (areal, gravimetric, and volumetric), energy density (areal, gravimetric, and volumetric), and the coulombic
eﬃciency. The gravimetric/volumetric energy densities are obtained by considering the mass/volume of the entire sulfur containing electrode (including the binder, conductive
carbon black, CNT current collector ﬁlms, and sulfur). The gravimetric/volumetric capacity is obtained by normalizing by the total sulfur mass/volume in the cell. The areal
capacity is obtained by normalizing with respect to the electrode area.

CNT/S-Dual, and the 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes after
200 continuous cycles of charge and discharge and
analyzed the anode's composition through EDS.
It can be seen that the lithium metal surface is rougher
with increasing sulfur content in the electrodes
(Supporting Information Figure S11), which suggests
greater polysulﬁde deposition on the lithium surface.
This is also conﬁrmed from the corresponding sulfur
elemental mapping characterization. The increasing
polysulﬁde content suggests that the cell with 2CNT/
S-Dual electrode is expected to be less stable when
compared to the CNT/S-Single electrode, which is
consistent with the results in Figure 4d.
Demonstration of Foldable LiS Battery Configuration by
Patterning the Active Materials onto the CNT Current Collector.
For the tests in Figure 4, we used a Li metal foil as the
anode material. A metallic Li foil cannot be folded
without fracturing it. Therefore, to engineer a foldable
anode that complements the foldable CNT/S cathode,
we deposited Li on a CNT film in a checkerboard
pattern (Figure 5a). The pattern was generated by
using a template with square shaped openings to
attach Li metal to the surface of the CNT current
collector. The use of a checkerboard pattern means
that the Li does not form a continuous film and the
folding takes place predominantly in the pure CNT
region (without Li). The Li deposited in the checkerboard
pattern is therefore far less prone to delamination and
fracture. To complement the anode, we also deposited
the sulfur in the CNT/S-Single electrode in a checkerboard pattern using the same square shaped mask
(Supporting Information Figure S12a,b). A schematic of
the foldable LiS full-cell (in the pouch cell format) is
illustrated in Figure 5a, while Figure 5b shows the
patterned CNT/S-Single electrode. This LiS battery
with the active materials patterned onto the CNT current
collectors was used to power a light-emitting diode
(LED). Figure 5cf indicates that this patterned LiS
battery is insensitive to the folding processes and could
be folded many times without any apparent change in
the luminescence of the LED. The folding was performed
along the axis defined by the checkerboard pattern in
LI ET AL.

Figure 5b. Further under the folded and the unfolded
condition, the voltage of the LiS battery remains very
stable at ∼2.4 V (Supporting Information Figure S12c,d),
indicating that the folding does not degrade the output
voltage of the battery. We anticipate that such folding
along two orthogonal directions is suitable to meet the
requirements of foldable electronics devices such as
smart phones and tablet computers.
To evaluate the eﬀect of folding on the electrochemical performance of the LiS battery, we plot in
Figure 5g the voltage proﬁle of the prototype LiS
battery under the folded state after one, ten and
hundred cycles of folding and unfolding. The mass
loading of the patterned CNT/S-Single electrode
used in this test was ∼1.8 mg cm2 which increases
to ∼3.6 mg cm2 in the folded state (1-fold). The
gravimetric capacity of the battery (normalized by
the sulfur mass) is ∼863.7 mAh g1 after one folding
cycle and decreases to ∼754.1 mAh g1 after 100 folding cycles, a decrease of ∼12% (Figure 5h). Table 1 lists
the key performance parameters of the foldable battery including the gravimetric, areal and volumetric
capacities and energy densities as well as the coulombic eﬃciency. Note that the gravimetric/volumetric
energy densities are obtained by considering the
mass/volume of the sulfur containing electrode
(including the binder, conductive carbon black, CNT
current collector ﬁlms, and sulfur). The areal capacities
and energy densities of the foldable LiS battery are
signiﬁcantly better than those of other foldable24 and
ﬂexible1418 energy storage devices that have been reported in the literature. Table 1 also indicates that the
various performance parameters of the LiS battery are
not signiﬁcantly degraded over 100 folding and unfolding cycles. We attribute this to the deposition of the
active materials (Li, S) onto the foldable carbon nanotube current collectors in a checkerboard pattern, making them far less prone to delamination and fracture.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report a foldable LiS battery
with superior areal capacity and energy density when
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be produced in a scalable manner using FC-CVD.
The reliability of the sealing of the liquid electrolyte
in the pouch cell will need to be investigated, and
perhaps the use of a solid electrolyte may be more
desirable for practical applications. These issues
should be addressed in future work, and we expect
that this study will provide new impetus to both
academia and industry to explore the development
of LiS batteries in ﬂexible and foldable energy
storage devices.

METHODS

and could accurately describe not only the bonded interaction,
for example, chemical bonds, valence angles, and torsion angles
between carbon atoms in one DWCNT, but also nonbonded
interactions, such as van der Waals force between the carbon
atoms of different DWCNTs. It has been used in numerous
studies3133 of mechanical deformation of CNTs. We built three
models of DWCNT with diameter of 1.6 nm for the outer wall
and 1.2 nm for the inner wall. Although these dimensions are
different from experiment, the physical reason for the folding
process should be the same. For the cross-linking configuration,
the lengths of the bending and cross-linked DWCNT were
chosen as 140 and 28 nm, respectively. In order to simulate
conditions analogous to experiments in which individual CNTs
in a nanotube bundle would experience bending at multiple
points, periodic boundary conditions were assumed. One
simulation with fixed boundary on the top and bottom along
y-axis was also conducted, and results did not show appreciable
difference from the periodic case. All the simulations were
performed at constant temperature of 300 K with isothermal
isobaric relaxation process (NPT). Atomeye34 was used to
capture the strain distribution.
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
ﬁnancial interest.

Preparation of CNT Film. The CNT films were prepared by
methanol mediated floating catalyst chemical vapor deposition19 at ∼1150 °C. Large area CNT films (∼1000 cm2) could
be produced with the area density of around 0.60.8 mg cm2
and a thickness of ∼3 μm.
Electrode Preparation. A homogeneous sulfur-containing
slurry (70 wt % commercial sulfur powder as active material,
20 wt % carbon black as conductive agent, and 10 wt % PVDF as
binder dissolved in the N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone) was spread on
CNT film by the doctor blade. Then, it was dried in a vacuum
drying oven at ∼60 °C for ∼12 h. For the patterned sulfur
electrodes, the template (or mask) was placed on the surface of
CNT film before coating sulfur-containing slurry (Supporting
Information Figure S12a). The corresponding patterned anode
was prepared by adhering Li squares on the CNT film using the
mask. For the dual-side sulfur coated electrodes, the second
coating was carried out when the former coating has dried. The
mass loading of sulfur was ∼1.8, ∼3.4, and ∼6.8 mg cm2 for the
CNT/S-Single, CNT/S-Dual, and 2CNT/S-Dual electrodes resulting in sulfur contents of ∼45%, ∼49%, and ∼52%, respectively
(based on the total mass of the electrode including CNT film,
conductive additives and binders).
Material Characterization. The structure of the materials was
investigated by SEM (Carl Zeiss Supra field-emission scanning
electron microswcope). EDS was used for collecting elemental
signals and mapping. TEM was carried out by using a JEOL JEM2010 instrument. XRD was conducted with a PANalytical diffractometer (Cu KR). Raman spectroscopy was performed by
the Witec Alpha 300R confocal Raman imaging system.
Electrochemical Measurements. Stainless steel coin cells (2032type) were used to assemble test cells, and Celgard 2340
polypropylene membrane was used as the separator. For the
LiS foldable pouch battery, Al and Cu strips as the electrode
tabs, were attached to the CNT current collector films on the
cathode and anode side, respectively. Sealing was achieved by
means of a heat sealer (see Supporting Information Figure S12b).
The electrolyte that was utilized was ∼1.0 M lithium bis-trifluoromethanesulfonylimide in 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (1:1 by volume) with 0.1 mol L1 LiNO3 additive. The
addition of LiNO3 promotes the formation of a stable passivation
film on the lithium anode surface. This is beneficial to prevent the
reduction products depositing on the metallic lithium surface and
also the further reaction of lithium with soluble polysulfide in the
electrolyte. All cells were assembled inside a glovebox (MBraun
Labstar). Galvanostatic chargedischarge cycles were performed
using an Arbin BT2000 battery instrument at various current
densities over the voltage range from 1.5 to 2.8 V (vs. Li/Liþ).
Cyclic voltammogram (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data were collected using a Gamry Instruments
potentiostat in the voltage range of 1.52.8 V (vs. Liþ/Li) at a scan
rate of 0.1 mV s1 and in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 100 mHz
at room temperature.
Theoretical Calculations. Reactive force field interatomic potential (ReaxFF) is applied in LAMMPS31 to capture the bending
behavior of carbon atoms in our system. This potential is a
bond-order-based potential in molecular dynamics simulation
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compared to traditional foldable energy storage devices. The device is foldable because it utilizes superelastic CNT ﬁlms as current collectors with the active
material patterned into the current collector in a
checkerboard pattern. The manufacturing processes
for the foldable LiS battery, including the slurry
mixing, patterned coating, and packaging are
straightforward without the need for any complicated
equipment and compatible with mainstream industrial processing. The CNT current collectors can also
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